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ABSTRACT

LITESWITCH

By

Alan Toby Messinger

Master of Science in Software Engineering
LiteSwitch is a remote power management tool that controls the power states of machines via a web interface, relying on an agent that runs on the host machines and the
Wake-on-LAN protocol. The aim is to reduce wasteful power consumption, thus lowering
costs and carbon dioxide emissions. This paper details the project life-cycle in developing a
first iteration of LiteSwitch including all core functionality. There are numerous additional
features that could be added in future iterations.
Some unexpected limitations to Wake-on-LAN were discovered. The reliable routing of
magic packets across subnets is not possible given the default configuration of most routers.
This is because magic packets are most readily addressed as subnet directed broadcasts,
and due to a security threat known as a smurf attack, routers in their default configuration
do not route subnet directed broadcasts.Various potential remedies and work-arounds are
suggested, including a configuration strategy for routers that would allow for the routing of
magic packets while still preventing harmful subnet directed broadcasts from being routed.
Options that do not require any configuration of the network are also explored.
It was also discovered that Apple iMac’s network interface cards do not support the
ability to wake the machine from a shutdown state. As this is a hardware issue there is little
that can be done to circumvent the problem. OS X does allow for an iMac to be woken from
a sleeping state by magic packet. Therefore LiteSwitch is able to send iMacs to sleep and
still be able to wake them, or it can shut them down remotely but then it will lose control
of that machine until it is turned on manually.

viii

Chapter 1
Introduction

Surveys show that a large proportion of computers are left on overnight or after normal
hours of use, resulting in wasted power consumption. A 2004 study by the Energy Analysis
Department at the Environmental Energy Technologies Division at UC Berkley prepared
for the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection Agency found that out of the
1453 desktops analyzed 60 per cent were left on after hours [21]. A 2008 survey by 1E
and the Alliance to Save Energy showed that 50 per cent of employed adults in the United
States who use a PC at work do not typically shut down their PC at the end of the work
day [10]. Enabling power management of PCs and monitors, and turning them off during
non-use hours, account for two of the six measures suggested to reduce the life-cycle energy
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions of California’s PCs [19].
The problem is exacerbated by the fact that the numbers of computers being deployed
continues to steadily increase resulting in a greater total amount of wasted power consumption even as technological advances allow for individual machines to run more efficiently [19]. There is also an additional power consumption impact in the heat produced
by machines while they run and the greater strain they place on a building’s ventilation
systems as a result [17].
Managing the power of personal computers within an organization like CSUN is a significant problem. Failure to do so has negative impacts in terms of cost, the dollar amount
paid to electricity provider, and also in terms of sustainability and the carbon emissions
generated. Financial savings are likely to be the main driver for an institution to optimize
their power management strategy, but the public relations benefits to an organization’s image for being green and conscious of their environmental impact may also be a motivation.
There is a possibility of regulatory compliance becoming a factor in terms of obligations
to responsibly manage carbon emissions. So far this is a concern that exists primarily in
Europe and is not an imminent concern for organizations within the US where the Environmental Protection Agency’s Energy Star system remains purely voluntary [30, 21].
LiteSwitch is a lightweight stand-alone dedicated power management system that aims
to provide the ability to control the power state of an organization’s computers remotely via
a web interface. It relies on an agent deployed to all host machines which are to have their
power managed, and the Wake-on-LAN (WOL) protocol. The agent provides the capability
to hibernate, shutdown or restart a host machine. WOL provides the capability of remotely
waking the host machines. LiteSwitch allows machines to be grouped in any way the user
desires, and is a solution that can control any machine that is capable of running Java, has a
wired Ethernet connection and can be woken via its network interface card (NIC). As such
it offers finer control of host machines than many existing solutions in three respects.
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Figure 1. Fish-bone diagram showing Problem Analysis.
LiteSwitch enables cross platform control of Windows, UNIX, Apple or Linux machines, where many solutions only offer control of Windows workstations. Widening the
reach of the power management solution to encompass a greater percentage of an organization’s machines will increase the effectiveness of a power management strategy.
LiteSwitch allows the control of machines down to any level of granularity of machine
grouping. For a situation such as CSUN’s Computer Science labs this has the potential
to offer substantial savings. A one size fits all power management plan will struggle to
optimally manage an organization in which the machines in one lab are expected to be
active Mondays and Wednesdays from 2:00pm until 5:30pm and the machines in the room
next door are expected to be active Tuesdays and Thursdays from 6:45pm to 10:00pm
(for example). Having the ability to match a machine’s power management to its precise
physical location will allow for a more optimal power management solution.
LiteSwitch enables machines to be powered down or woken from all sleep states that the
host machine’s hardware and OS allow. Getting machines powered down from idle when
they are not being actively used will account for the lion’s share of potential savings.Some
2

organizations may decide that powering down to standby is good enough for their power
management goals. However, powering down to sleep states that consume even less power
will further optimize a power management strategy.
The finer control offered by LiteSwitch allows a power management strategy to more
closely fit the anticipated activity of host machines and thus allows for optimization of that
power management strategy.
This paper shall outline the project life-cycle of my experience developing the core
functionality of LiteSwitch, the challenges encountered, and the lessons learned. The aim
was to further both mine and the reader’s understanding of power management solutions,
and to leave a basic solution that can be modified and added to by any interested party. All
source code will be released as open source upon completion for this purpose.

3

Chapter 2
Research and Planning

In order to tackle the problem of reducing the power consumption of machines at an institution like CSUN, it was necessary to research the field of power management, the existing
solutions offered for the problem and any limitations to those solutions.
2.1

Power and Sleep State Definitions

A clear understanding of the various power and sleep states that a machine can be
in seems a good place to start. Terms such as “running”,“asleep” and “powered off” are
intuitive, somewhat imprecise and used in different ways in different contexts. Establishing
a clear and precise terminology for machine states is important to avoid ambiguity and
confusion.
Beginning in 1996, Hewlett-Packard, Intel, Microsoft, Toshiba and Phoenix Technologies co-operated to develop an open industry specification named Advanced Configuration
and Power Interface (ACPI). The ACPI standardized the internal power management of
PCs, that is the way in which various components are powered down to conserve power
as the machine is inactive for various periods of time. The most recent revision of the
ACPI defines global system states and sleep states as can be seen in Figures 2 and 3 [18].
These definitions are standard and are used as a basis for describing a machine’s power
state throughout the industry. However they are not common in everyday use.

Figure 2. ACPI Global Power States [18].
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Figure 3. ACPI Sleep States [18].
IBM’s documentation for their product Tivoli Endpoint Manager (TEM) relates the
ACPI states to more common everyday descriptions of machine power states as shown in
Figure 4 [20]. (The state S0 was not included in the ACPI definitions above but acts as an
alias for the state G0)
This paper shall use the ACPI state definitions and/or IBM’s mapping of common everyday expressions to those state definitions when referring to machine power states. It is
important in particular to note the distinction between the soft off (G2/S5) and mechanical
off (G3) states. The state a machine is in when most users believe it is ‘’shut down”, “completely off” or “fully powered down” is in fact the soft off sleep state. In the soft off/shut
down state it is possible to configure a machine so that it is still actually drawing a small
amount of power and is therefore able to detect and be woken by external wake events.
This terminology is somewhat biased towards Windows machines. Apple uses sleep
state terminology a little differently. In OS X it is possible to set the machine’s “hibernate
mode” so that the machine will either enter S3 or S4 when “hibernating”. For the purposes
of this paper, “hibernation” shall refer to S4 in which the OS context has been saved to
5

secondary memory and main memory is powered off, and ‘’sleep” or ‘’standby” shall refer
to states in which no processing is being done but main memory remains powered, typically
S3.

Figure 4. IBM TEM Power State Definitions [20].
2.2

Levels of Power Consumption

The specifications for the levels of power consumption in the ACPI states are vague
(“large”, ‘’smaller”, “very near 0”). This is understandable given that the standard is expected to apply to a wide variety of devices produced by many different manufacturers over
varying periods of time. However, it would be preferable to have a more precise idea of
the difference in power consumption between these states when addressing issues of power
savings and sustainability. It is surprisingly difficult to find benchmark levels of power
consumption for PCs in sleep states. There are numerous sources for consumption levels
while a machine is active, running at peak performance or idle but fewer for the varying
consumption levels while asleep, hibernating, or powered down. Strategies can be found
for collecting such benchmarking but results over large numbers of machines are harder to
come by [29]. Figure 6 shows readings taken by Harris and Cahill of a single Dell PC (but
not its monitor) [17].
The same IBM TEM documentation mentioned earlier also includes the chart shown
in Figure 5 which is somewhat more precise about the difference in power consumption
6

between states. This data suggests that there is little difference between the power consumption of a machine that is in hibernate (S4) and a machine that is shut down (S5) but
that both those states may consume a fraction of the power consumed in sleep or standby
in newer machines.

Figure 5. IBM TEM Power State Chart [20].

Figure 6. Power consumption of DELL Optiplex GX260 running Windows XP
(tower only) [17].
7

It would appear that a power management system that offers the ability to place machines into S4 or S5 (and still be able to wake them from those states when needed), may
offer additional savings over a system that can only control machines down to S3. However
there is still a large range and a lack of precision in these figures and they only corralate
very roughly with the data found for a single Dell machine.
In order to get a better idea of the power consumption of different sleep states, I measured the actual power drawn at the wall by machines in varying states. This was achieved
using P3 Kill-A-Watt Usage Monitors kindly provided by CSUN Institute of Sustainability.
Power consumption was measured for four machines and their monitors:
• An HP with Intel Pentium running Windows XP with a 14 inch monitor.
• An HP with Intel i3 running Windows 7 Enterprise with an 18.5 inch monitor.
• A Dell with Intel i7 running Windows 7 Home Premium with a 21 inch monitor.
• An Apple iMac running OS X with integrated 21.5 inch monitor.
Other peripherals were not included in the measurements. The method for placing
machines in each state were as follows:
• “In use” (S0) - Several applications were opened and keyboard and mouse activity
applied.
• “Idle” (S0) - No applications running and no mouse or keyboard activity.
• “Sleep” (S3) - Windows sleep option from the shut down menu. OS X hibernate
mode 3.
• “Hibernate” (S4) - Windows hibernate option from shut down menu once hibernate
has been enabled. OS X hibernate mode 1.
• “Shut down” (S5) - Soft off. Shut down via OS while power cable remains connected.
S1 and S2 were not measured as they are not states into which a user may directly
place a machine via most operating systems. Machines were placed into the desired state
and a delay was imposed before measurements were taken to allow the power consumption
fluctuations associated with the state change to pass. Once the level of power being drawn
had stabilized, five measurements were taken over the course of 10 minutes and these were
then averaged. The results can be seen in Figures 7 and 8. This is far from a comprehensive
study, but it does give some real figures of a variety of machines’ power consumptions
which gives some idea of the varying levels of power consumption in each state.

8

Figure 7. Power consumption measured in various sleep states.

Figure 8. Enlarged scale on sleep states S3, S4 and S5.
The most substantial savings in power consumption can be seen between leaving a
machine as idle and putting it to sleep. The critical action of any power management
9

scheme is to put non-active machines into a low consumption sleep state when they are not
actively being used. However there are still some extra potential savings to be gained by
powering a machine down into hibernate or shutdown states instead of just down to S3 as
can be seen in Figure 8 a zoomed in look at the last 3 power states. It is also worth noting
that the iMac draws less power in sleep states than the three Windows machines and that the
consumption of the iMac in S3 is roughly equivalent to the draw of the windows machines
in S4.
2.3

Wake-on-LAN

Wake-on-LAN was originally developed and defined in the late 1990’s (roughly cotemporaneous with the first ACPI) in a co-operative effort between IBM and Intel known as the
Advanced Manageability Alliance (AMA). The key entity developed was the magic packet.
A magic packet is a frame capable of being sent within a UDP datagram that triggers a wake
event in the target machine. A magic packet must have the following contained somewhere
within its payload: a string of 6 bytes with all bits set (i.e. FFxh repeated 6 times) followed
by the target machine’s MAC address repeated 16 times. For machines that support SecureOn, a SecureOn password (also 6 bytes) may be appended after the last MAC address.
See Figure 9.

Figure 9. Magic Packet Structure.
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Machines that are designed and configured to be woken by Wake-on-LAN will then
listen for a magic packet when in a sleep state. When such a machine receives a magic
packet containing the correct MAC address that machine will wake.
The process of waking the machine will depend on the sleep state it is being woken
from (see Figure 4). If the machine is already working (S0) the magic packet is simply
ignored. For Sleep/Standby (S1-S3) the OS, which is still in memory in those states, will
be responsible for listening for the magic packet and waking of the machine. For hibernate
or powered off (S4 or S5) the OS is not running, so the machine’s network interface card
(NIC) and BIOS will be responsible for listening for the magic packet and waking the
machine. A machine that is in the G3 mechanical off state cannot be woken by Wake-onLAN. Therefore, in order for a machine to have the capability of waking on LAN from
any sleep state, the machine’s physical hardware, BIOS and OS must all enable, or be able
to be configured to enable, Wake-on-LAN. It must also obviously have a wired Ethernet
connection.
Although originally developed by Intel and IBM, Wake-on-LAN is an open specification and is currently used in some fashion by most manufacturers and operating systems
including AMD, Apple and Microsoft.
AMD’s white paper on magic packet technology describes the routing of magic packets
from one subnet to another as follows (See Figure 10) [11].

Figure 10. Routing magic packets, from AMDs White Paper on Magic Packet
Technology [11].
“The Manager who wants to wake up the remote station sends an IP subnet-directed
broadcast UDP datagram addressed to the subnet containing the Station. This scenario
forces the wake-up packet to be sent out on Subnet B (by Router 2) with a broadcast MAC
address.
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1. Manager queues wake-up UDP datagram with destination IP address as a subnetdirected broadcast for the subnet of the target station.
2. The IP stack in the Manager sends the frame to the MAC destination address of
Router 1.
3. The UDP datagram is eventually forwarded to Router 2 based on the network address
portion of the IP header in the wake-up UDP datagram
4. Router 2 receives the wake-up UDP datagram, realizes that the packet is at the right
destination network, and recognizes that it is a subnet-directed broadcast packet.
5. Router 2 sends the IP subnet-directed broadcast wake-up UDP datagram to the MAC
broadcast address.
6. The target station recognizes the broadcast frame as a Magic Packet frame by matching the 16 repeated addresses and triggers the wake-up signal from the Ethernet controller.
7. The target station is now awake! [11]”
A subnet directed broadcast is used because a UDP datagram addressed to the specific
IP address of a machine that is off will not be delivered reliably. Some explanation of
networking protocols, specifically Address Resolution Protocol (ARP), may be helpful in
explaining why this is the case. Machines in a network have both a logical address (their
IP Address) which can be used to deliver communications to the machine’s correct subnet,
and a physical address (MAC Address) which is used to find the target machine within
that subnet. When a router recieves a packet addressed to an IP Address that exists in
the router’s subnet, the router must discover the corresponding MAC Address in order to
deliver the packet to the correct machine. ARP is the protocol for obtaining the target’s
MAC Address when all the router knows is the IP Address. The router will first check its
static routes and ARP table to try and find the target’s MAC Address there. If the target
MAC Address does not exist in either, then the router will send out an ARP request to
the subnet asking for any machine with the relevant IP Address to respond with its MAC
address. Once the router receives an ARP response, it then routes the packet to the target
machine’s MAC address, and stores the MAC address in its ARP table for future reference.
The contents of the ARP table are cleared or overwritten after some length of time [14].
The issue in a Wake-on-LAN scenario is that the target machine is likely to be powered
down, considering the aim of the magic packet is to wake it. Consequently it will send no
ARP response back to the router, and the router will simply drop the magic packet as undeliverable. This may seem somewhat frustrating given that the payload of the magic packet
consists almost entirely of repetitions of the very MAC address that the router is looking
for, but such is life. The consequence of this situation is that magic packets addressed directly to an individual machine will only wake that machine if either the machine’s local
router has been specially configured to always know the target machine’s physical address
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(a static route) or if that machine has been communicated with recently (its MAC address
currently exists in the router’s ARP table). In a typical Wake-on-LAN scenario such as
when a machine without a static route in the local router has been off all night and the aim
is to wake it remotely, then a directly addressed magic packet will fail to wake the target
machine.
Using a subnet directed broadcast for the IP address of the UDP datagram circumvents
this problem. The router will not need to send out any ARP request in order to broadcast
the magic packet to the whole subnet and as the magic packet contains the MAC address
of the target machine it will still only wake the target and be ignored by all other machines
in the subnet. So in theory this approach should allow for magic packets to be transmitted
across subnets through intermediary routers and still successfully wake their targets. In
practice, significant problems were encountered with this approach. See Section 8, Problems Encountered and Lessons Learned, for full details.
2.4

Existing Power Management Solutions

Active Directory (AD) Group Policies can be used to manage the power of PCs. Power
Schemes may be applied to AD groups that control how a machine acts when it is left
inactive. Power Plans may also be applied that act on a schedule. AD commonly exists
in IT environments of any significant size and default group policies are automatically
applied to all machines within AD. Customizing these group policies to suit the power
management goals of an organization is an efficient and commonly available method for
IT departments to implement basic power management. Step by step guides for power
management strategies employing group policies are available on line [9, 16]. An example
of a power management strategy using group policies is promoted by the EPA’s Energy
Star scheme. The University of Wisconsin at Oshkosh, utilizing Windows Server 2008 and
a network of approximately 2,900 Windows 7 workstations introduced an energy saving
scheme in 2010. The EPA estimates that in comparison to leaving these machines on, the
scheme will save the university $76,500 annually, and over a 3 year period will reduce
carbon emissions by 3,250 tons of CO2 [16].
Various large enterprise applications include power management as one feature among
a suite of services. Examples include Microsoft’s System Center Configuration Manager
(SCCM) formerly known as Systems Management Server (SMS), or IBM’s Tivoli Endpoint
Manager (TEM) formerly known as BigFix. These are large system management software
packages. They both have capabilities such as patch management, software distribution,
OS deployment and network access protection among many others. They also offer some
power management capabilities - enabled by the agent they have on host machines. Microsoft published a white paper in 2010 showcasing their own implementation of a power
management strategy using SCCM 2007 R3 claiming a 27 per cent drop in the amount of
power consumed by the managed desktop computers and a projected savings of $12-$14
per desktop computer per year[24].
Within the last 5 years a number of newer PC power management solutions have begun
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to arise. These include 1E’s Nightwatchman and WakeUp, Data Synergy’s PowerMAN,
Faronics’ Power Save and Veridiem’s SURVEYOR. The majority of these companies are
based in, or have a presence in the UK, the only exception being Veridiem which is a Seattle
based startup but even they have many clients in the UK. In 2007 the British government
released an Energy White Paper titled Meeting the Energy Challenge which included an
announcement of the Carbon Reduction Commitment (CRC) Energy Efficiency Scheme.
The scheme went live in 2010 and mandates reductions in carbon emissions from all large
non-energy-intensive organizations in both private and public sectors [30]. This legislation
should definitely be seen as a significant driving factor in these products arrival to market
during the period between 2007 and 2011. These products generally target large organizations and aim to integrate with existing solutions such as AD group policies or SCCM.
For example, Microsoft provides extensive instructions outlining how to use 1E’s Nightwatchman product in conjunction with MS SCCM in order to achieve advanced power
management [23]. Most of these products also offer comprehensive monitoring and reporting capabilities that enable organizations to demonstrate reductions in energy consumption
and/or carbon emissions.
Veridiem has a 2011 case study of their deployment of SURVEYOR to the South Essex
Partnership University NHS Foundation Trust (SEPT) which reports an immediate energy
savings of 22.7 percent across 1800 computers, an annual savings of 99,900 kWh, and a
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions of 136,080 lbs [31].
In 2010 Dell released a case study of their power management plan using SCCM (referred to as SMS) in conjunction with 1E’s product line. The planned savings are substantial “By deploying 1E’s NightWatchman and SMSWakeUp applications to its 50,000 client
computers, Dell expects to realize up to a 40 per cent reduction in computer-related energy
costs, which could translate into US$1.8 million in savings annually [15].”
2.5

Limitations of Existing Solutions

Despite the recent progress in options for Power Management there are still some limitations in the solutions currently available.
There is a high bar for entry in terms of cost to implement the currently available solutions for comprehensive power management. Even though spending on power management
should be seen as an investment that is offset by future savings, the initial outlay in licensing costs for products such as SCCM is substantial and will be out of reach for many small
to medium sized organizations. The bar is further raised by the difficulty in deploying these
large scale applications. Intermediary consultants are often used to handle these deployments adding to the initial costs. The high initial cost also creates a situation in which
organizations can find themselves locked in to a relationship with a particular vendor.
There are limitations on what sort of host machines are compatible with existing solutions, which exclude many machines from having their power managed. The majority of
solutions are only readily available for Windows workstations. So organizations that wish
to manage OS X, UNIX or Linux machines face some difficulty in achieving that goal.
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Various extensions and add ons do exist to facilitate this need. For example, Quest Management Xtensions (QMX) Configuration Manager is a product that allows Unix machines
to be controlled by MS SCCM. However there are additional licenses required for such
products. Similarly an organization that wishes to manage the power of servers or other
non-workstation machines will have difficulty finding an easy solution from the available
options. Microsoft’s showcase white paper on SCCM’s power management capabilities
states that as many as 31% of their own Windows computers were incompatible with their
power management scheme. The incompatible computers included virtual machines, machines running Windows Server operating systems, some legacy hardware and some machines with power management features disabled in their BIOS [24].
In the case of solutions such as SCCM, TEM and AD, power management is neither
the primary functionality of that software nor is it a primary driver for customers who purchase these products. The benefit of using them to manage power is that organizations who
already have these solutions in place get some power management capabilities effectively
as an added bonus on the back of systems that are already in production and paid for. The
downside is that power management as an added-on extra or after thought is not likely to
be a strategy that provides the optimal savings. This is particularly the case when the logical grouping of host machines is considered. The way machines are logically organized
within AD or SCCM will not have had power management as a leading consideration in
most cases. Take the example of two computer labs in the same building, where each lab
has wildly different schedules. These machines may all belong to the same AD group. This
means that they will all fall under the same group policy. It would not be possible to differentiate between these two physical locations in a power management strategy based on
group policies. This is one illustrative example of many possible ways in which the rationale behind the pre-existing group structure may not coincide very well with the groupings
of machines that would be made with power management as the sole concern. The task
of splitting existing organizational units and groups up in such a way as to optimize power
management will have significant impact on the given solution’s primary capabilities. This
can make it impractical to group machines within these applications in the best way for
power management. The optimal groupings for power management may be of finer granularity than, or may simply not map to the pre-existing organizational models [22].
Many of the existing solutions do not support the ability to hibernate or shutdown a
machine and then wake it remotely. This means that either machines which are put into S4
or S5 cannot be controlled until they are turned on again manually, or that the power management system will only ever set its host machines to S3 sleep or standby. For example,
if an AD group policy is changed, then machines within that group that are currently off
will not be updated with the new Power Scheme or Power Schedule until they are turned on
by some other means. Also commonly SCCM controls machines through scheduled wake
from standby (which only functions at S3) rather than Wake-on-LAN (which can function
at S4 or S5). The ability to remotely wake machines from S4 or S5 is particularly useful in
the scenario in which an administrator wishes to push patches or updates to a group of machines outside of normal working hours. This explains why 1E’s products are promoted to
supplement SCCM (formerly SMS) to enable Wake-on-LAN and improve upon the power
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management capability provided by SCCM when used by itself. In the case study at Dell.
Jay Taylor, senior engineer global strategist at Dell is quoted as saying “NightWatchman
and SMSWakeUp allow you to maintain the network security and the availability that administrators require by allowing them to power up PCs, push a patch, and power them back
down - all remotely.” Elsewhere Taylor notes that “Once it’s shut down, a computer consumes just three to five watts per hour, as opposed to the average 89 watts consumed by
desktops when idle [15].”
2.6

History of Project

The Pioneering Technology Group (PTG) is an organization that employs CSUN students and delivers software solutions for CSUN that complement those provided through
CSUN’s IT department and associated vendors. PTG provides valuable experience for
students interested in software development while simultaneously providing cost effective
solutions for CSUN.
A power management system utilizing an agent and Wake-on-LAN had been in consideration for some time at PTG before my involvement in the project. A basic agent had
been written in Java by Karl Rink along with a Python script that could be placed in a web
directory. The agent could post a packet to the Python script’s URI and the Python script
would store the contents of the packet into the web server’s MySQL database. I took over
the project in September 2012 and the lifecycle described here represents my own work
following on from this pre-existing state of the project.
During the course of my research and planning phase I mentored PTG undergraduate
interns with whom I discussed the project and who worked on some prototype web interfaces. PTG also provided servers on which to host LiteSwitch and Apple iMacs on which
to test the LiteSwitch Agent on a non-Windows host.
PTG also provided me the opportunity to attend meetings with many stakeholders
within CSUN including Christopher Ice, Director of Virtual Services & Systems Administration, Bill Sullivan Manager, Energy & Utilities, Physical Plant Management (PPM) and
Helen Cox, Director of the Institute for Sustainability. I was also able to attend a presentation by Catapult Systems regarding their deployment of MS SCCM at CSUN and its use
to augment the already existing power management strategy using Active Directory Group
Policies.
From these meetings I was able to learn that the power management functionalities
offered to CSUN by their configuration of SCCM included the ability to send Windows
workstations to sleep and wake them on a schedule. The scheduling is handled locally on
the host rather than via transmission of magic packets. SCCM also offers copious reports
related to the activity and power consumed by the controlled machines. The configuration
does not allow for any non-windows machines to be controlled and machines that have
been shut down or hibernated cannot be woken remotely. The current solution operates at a
coarse granularity of machine groupings based on the pre-existing AD organizational units
and cannot support customized groupings of machines for power management reasons.
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Chapter 3
Requirements

An inexpensive, open source, lightweight, stand-alone solution to the centralized power
management of networked machines that allows its users to group machines however they
want to, and control the target machines’ power states down to S4 or S5 would address
many of the limitations that exist with current power management solutions.
3.1

Functional Requirements
The core use cases for LiteSwitch are as follow:
• Add host machine - A logged in user may create a new host via the web interface,
supplying a MAC address and an optional host name. The new host shall have the
user recorded as its owner and permissions shall be assigned allowing the user to
control that machine once the agent has been installed on the host machine.
• Monitor hosts - each host machine that is visible to a logged in user shall display its
status (up or down) via the web interface.
• Remote Wake - Host machines can be woken from S5 shutdown, S4 hibernate or S3
sleep states via the web interface by users that have permissions to do so.
• Remote Shutdown - Host machines that are up can be placed into the S5 shutdown
state via the web interface by users that have permissions to do so.
• Remote Hibernate - Host machines that are up can be placed into the S4 hibernate
via the web interface by users that have permissions to do so.
• Remote Restart - Host machines that are up can be restarted via the web interface by
users that have permissions to do so.
• Groups - Host machines can be added to groups. All machines in a group can be
managed together simultaneously.
• Schedules - Groups can be set to wake up, hibernate and shutdown on a schedule.

3.2

Non-Functional Requirements
• Cross platform capability - LiteSwitch shall be able to control both Windows and
non-Windows machines.
• Customizable - LiteSwitch shall be capable of being customized to add additional
capabilities or modify exisiting functionality as desired.
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• Open Source - LiteSwitch shall be open source.
• Security - Due dilligence shall be undertaken to mitigate obvious and predictable
security vulnerabilites.
• Performance impact - LiteSwitch should have no noticeable impact on the user’s
experience of the host machines or the network.
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Chapter 4
Design

4.1

Dependencies and Assumptions

At the outset of the project the following were assumed to be true of the environment
into which LiteSwitch was to be deployed.
• All host machines will have Java installed.
• All host machines will have a wired Ethernet connection.
• All host machines will have Wake-on-LAN capable network interface cards.
• All host machines will have BIOS that can be configured to wake on magic packet
from S4 or S5.
• All host machines shall have operating systems that can be configured to wake on
magic packet from S3.
• The network between the LiteSwitch server and all host machines shall be capable
of routing magic packets.
It turns out that not all these assumptions were valid. Problems encountered will be
addressed in due course.
4.2

Database Design

LiteSwitch was designed in two phases. Firstly the entities involved were modeled.
This model became the basis for both the database design and class structure of the application. An Entity Relationship Diagram for LiteSwitch can be seen in Figure 11.
The main entities of LiteSwitch are Hosts, Users, Collections and Schedules. The decision was made to allow many to many relationships between hosts and users. It was
considered likely that situations would arise where groups of people (say a team of administrators) would want to be able share the responsibility of controlling the same host
machines. This relationship is realized through the rel host user table whose rows contain
a host id and user id. This table can be queried to determine if a given user has permissions to control a given host. In addition, each host machine has an attribute of “owner”. It
was thought that situations might arise, in which special functions may want to be limited
to a single person per machine and this field enables such permissions.
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Figure 11. LiteSwitch Entity Relationship Model
Hosts also contain fields for all the data gathered from the Host Machines via the
LiteSwitch Agent.
Hosts are then contained in Collections. Collections are expected to reflect the physical
location of the controlled computers e.g. a computer lab would map to a collection. As one
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machine cannot be in two physical locations at once, each machine can only belong to a
single collection.
Schedules are applied to collections. This is a many to many relationship because of the
following two proposed scenarios. A common schedule (e.g. Monday to Friday 9:00am to
5:00pm) can be applied to multiple collections. A particular lab with multiple instructors
may have multiple schedules applied to it by different users. Instructor A may wish to apply
a schedule of Mondays and Wednesdays 2:00pm - 5:00pm and instructor B may wish to
apply a schedule of Tuesdays and Thursdays 11:00am - 1:00pm.
Schedules are an aggregate of Scheduled Tasks. Each task has fields for the time of
day it is to execute (split into hour and minute values), and which days of the week it is to
execute on represented by seven booleans. There are also attributes for the start and end of
the whole schedule (e.g. a Schedule for the Spring Semester 2013 might run from January
16th 2013 to May 18th 2013). These are located in the table that tracks the relationship
between a Schedule and a Collection. This allows one schedule (e.g. Monday to Friday
9:00am to 5:00pm) to be assigned to multiple Collections with different start and end dates
for each Collection assignment.
This design does not directly allow a schedule to be applied to an individual machine,
but this behavior could easily be achieved through creating a collection that holds only one
host machine.
Credentials are also associated with each host machine. These are used to authenticate
communications between the LiteSwitch Server and LiteSwitch Agents.
4.3

System Architecture

The second design phase was concerned with the hosting of the application and communication between its various parts. The Architecture for LiteSwitch can be seen in Figure 12, and a sequence diagram for LiteSwitch can be seen in Figure 13.
The LiteSwitch Agent is a Java Application that can run as either a Windows Service
(using Apache Daemon Procrun as a wrapper) or as a Unix Daemon. This means that
the agent will run automatically whenever the host machine is turned on. The LiteSwitch
Agent runs two threads, a listen thread, and a post thread. The Listen Thread creates a
server socket on a port and listens for commands from the LiteSwitch Server. The Post
Thread periodically collects data from the Host machine (IP Address, Subnet Mask, MAC
Address, Host Name, Operating System, Architecture, OS Version and the Listen Port) and
posts this data as a packet to the URI of the Post Script located on the web server. This
packet is posted over http using port 80, so it will pass through firewalls without any need
for special configuration.
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Figure 12. LiteSwitch Architecture
The Post Script authenticates the packet posted by the LiteSwitch Agent and then either
creates a row for that host in the hosts table of the database or updates the appropriate row
if it already exists (Hosts’ MAC Addresses are used as unique keys to determine if the host
already exists or not). That same database then acts as the back end for the LiteSwitch
Web App which is a MVC application supported by the Yii framework. A Web Client is
able to view hosts through the LiteSwitch Web App. Users can only view hosts they have
permissions to view and control. Whenever a user is viewing hosts the view needs to be
periodically refreshed. This is because the status of the hosts being viewed may change
without the viewer taking any action. The host machine could be turned off or on manually
at its location or a scheduled action could occur. The view refresh is achieved by periodic
calls from the Host View to the Host Model which in turn updates the host information
from the database.
Remote actions are performed on hosts in two stages. A command packet is prepared
and then sent to the client. Preparing the command packet involves looking up the OS
of the host machine to create the correct command (e.g. “shutdown -s -f -t 0”
for Windows vs. “shutdown -h now” for Unix) as well as looking up the necessary
host fields to correctly address the packet (IP Address, MAC Address, listen port). A client
socket is then created and the packet transmitted to the LiteSwitch Agent on the appropriate
host machine. For the wake action a magic packet is prepared as the command packet. The
host fields IP Address and Subnet Mask are used to create a subnet directed broadcast
address and the repeated MAC Address is populated from the MAC Address field. port 9
is used which is a convention for magic packets.
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When the Listen Thread of the LiteSwitch Agent receives and successfully authenticates a command packet it then executes that command on the host machine’s OS. In the
case of a magic packet, the LiteSwitch Agent takes no action (especially when the machine
is off!) and the magic packet is received at the hardware level and handled either by the
machine’s BIOS if the machine is in Hibernate S4 or Shutdown S5, or by the OS if the
machine is in S3 Sleep/Standby.

Figure 13. LiteSwitch Sequence of calls to wake, monitor and shutdown a host
machine
Figure 13 depicts all these communications in a scenario where:
1. The user chooses to wake a powered down host machine through the LiteSwitch web
interface.
2. A magic packet is prepared and sent to the host machine causing it to boot up.
3. The host machine’s OS starts the LiteSwitch Agent as a daemon or service.
4. The LiteSwitch Agent starts its post and listen threads.
5. The post thread periodically polls the host machine for data and posts a packet to the
server.
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6. These packets are received by the post script which updates the hosts table in the
database.
7. The host view also periodically updates its data from the database providing the
viewer with the data from most recent packet received.
8. The user chooses to remotely shut the machine down.
9. A command packet is prepared and sent to the Agent.
10. The command packet is received by the listen thread, which builds a shutdown process that is executed by the host machine’s OS.
11. The host machine shuts down, stopping the service or daemon as a part of the shutdown process.
For the sake of simplicity and clarity certain security checks and other communications
have been omitted from this diagram.
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Chapter 5
Implementation

5.1

LiteSwitch Agent

The LiteSwitch Agent was written in Java using Eclipse as the IDE. Java was chosen
for the following reasons: Java easily provides a single cross-platform solution that could
be deployed to any machine running a JVM, the prototype agent I used as a basis for the
LiteSwitch Agent was already written in Java, and Java is a language I was already familiar
with and comfortable programing in. The key Java classes and methods used to facilitate
the creation of the LiteSwitch Agent which I will discuss here are System.getProperty(),
NetworkInterface, InetAddress, InterfaceAddress, ServerSocket, URLEncoder, and ProcessBuilder [25].
System.getProperty() was used to obtain information about the host machine’s operating system. It may be passed various property names as a argument. The LiteSwitch Agent
uses os.name to obtain the Operating System of the host machine (e.g. Windows 7, Mac
OSX etc). os.arch to obtain the architecture of the processor (e.g. AMD 64, X86 etc) and
os.version to obtain the version of the operating system.
NetworkInterface is a Java class that represents the host machine’s network interface.
It is made up of a name and a list of IP Adresses of type InetAddress. Together these
two classes allow the LiteSwitch agent to obtain the MAC Address and IP Address of the
host machine’s NIC as well as the host name for the machine. The static method NetworkInterface.getNetworkInterfaces() returns all the network interfaces on the host machine. NetworkInterface.getHardwareAddress() returns the NIC’s MAC address as type
byte[]. NetworkInterface.getInetAddresses() returns all the InetAddresses bound to a network interface. InetAddress.getHostAddress() returns the IP address as a string. InetAddress.getLocalHost() returns the InetAddress for the local host. The host name can then be
obtained as a string by calling InetAddress.getHostName() on the local host’s InetAddress.
In order to obtain the subnet mask a different class must be used instead of InetAddress. NetworkInterface.getInterfaceAddresses() returns a List of InterfaceAddresses for
the network interface and then InterfaceAddress.getNetworkPrefixLength() returns a short
that corresponds to the number of set bits in the subnet mask (i.e. if the subnet mask is
255.255.255.0 then the network prefix length returned would be 24).
The ServerSocket class was used to create the socket bound to the listen port on the
listen thread. I will discuss this in more detail when I cover the PHP client socket and how
the two interact.
In addition to the information obtained about the host machine described above, a post
packet also includes authentication credentials, the port the listen thread is listening on, and
the current time and date. URLEncoder.encode() is then used to encode the packet. UTF-8
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was used as the encoding scheme as per the Java API and World Wide Web Consortium’s
recommendation.
ProcessBuilder is used to create operating system processes from a Java Application.
This is a powerful class that effectively allows a Java program to execute commands on
the command line. So for example in order to shutdown a Windows machine through the
command line a user might type “shutdown -s -f -t 0”, as a call to the shutdown
process with options “-s” for shutdown, “-f” for force close running applications, and
“-t 0” for an immediate shutdown (a delay of time 0 seconds). This can also be achieved
from a Java application by using ProcessBuilder. The ProcessBuilder constructor simply
takes a List of Strings corresponding to the command line command and the start() method
is used to execute the command. The below code snippet would shut down a Windows
machine running it.
String[] command = {"shutdown.exe","-s","-f","-t","0"};
ProcessBuilder pb = new ProcessBuilder(toList(command));
pb.start();

Note that the correct OS command must be given. So if the same Java application
was running on a Unix machine then the command parameter would have to be set to the
equivalent of “shutdown -h now” instead of “shutdown -s -f -t 0”. Note also
that “shutdown.exe” was used instead of simply “shutdown”. For Unix, it was often
necessary to provide complete paths to any processes e.g. “usr/bin/shutdown”. Not
all valid commands on the command line can be replicated through ProcessBuilder and
some trial and error was involved in finding what works and what does not. ProcessBuilder
is the class that allows the LiteSwitch Agent to communicate with the host machine’s OS
and tell it to shutdown, hibernate or restart.
In addition to commands which are passed on to the host machine’s OS, the LiteSwitch
Agent is also able to receive commands that are handled within the application itself. A
post command results in the agent posting a packet immediately to the server and can be
used like a ping. The periodic posts will still continue on whatever interval is set in the post
thread.
5.2

LiteSwitch Server

For an Open Source project a LAMP stack (Linux, Apache, MySQL and PHP) was
a natural choice for the server environment. I did not have any previous experience programming in PHP so this choice also enabled me to learn a new language. The MySQL
database tables for LiteSwitch were created using a mix of MySQL command line and
MySQL Workbench. MySQL Workbench proved particularly useful for modeling the data
and managing foreign keys between the tables.
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5.2.1

Power Management Scripts

The scripts used on the LiteSwitch server were written in PHP using vim as the text
editor. Initially the scripts were written to be executed on the command line. They were
later modified and incorporated into the LiteSwitch web application.
Post is the script that receives packets from LiteSwitch Agents via HTTP through the
URI liteswitch/post.php. It authenticates the packet and then updates the appropriate row
of the hosts table in the database with the contents of the most recent packet received from
that host.
The Wake-on-LAN script takes as a parameter a host id and creates and sends a magic
packet to that host. It uses the host id to look up the following fields from the host table:
IP address, MAC address, and network prefix length. From these it is able to construct a
magic packet that is directed to the broadcast address for the target machine’s subnet. To
create the subnet directed broadcast address, perform the following: Take the IP address.
Set all bits from 0 through to (32 - the network prefix length) inclusive. For example if
a target machine has an IP of 130.166.42.16 and a network prefix length of 24 then the
broadcast IP for its subnet is 130.166.42.255. See Figure 14.

Figure 14. Determining a subnet directed broadcast address from an IP Address and
a network prefix length.
There were many pre-existing PHP scripts for sending magic packets available online [1, 2]. I modified and combined parts from several of these to arrive at the Wakeon-LAN script used in LiteSwitch. All magic packets sent by LiteSwitch are directed to
port 9. This is a common convention for magic packets. The port does not actually affect
the functionality of a magic packet to wake a shut down machine (because the target machine’s OS is likely not even running). However a port is expected by the communication
protocols and PHP methods such as socket sendto() which was used to transmit the magic
packet to the target machine. For these reasons, the magic packet still gets assigned a port.
Port 9 is the discard port. So if a magic packet is sent from LiteSwitch to a machine that
is in a working state, the packet will be appropriately ignored. The choice of port 9 has
other benefits that will be discussed in regards to problems encountered with routing magic
packets and how they may be overcome.
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The commands to shutdown, hibernate, or restart are handled by a single script. It takes
the host id of the target machine and a command code that corresponds to which command
is to be executed. The host table of the database is queried using the host id as a key.
The command string is constructed based on the OS of the host machine, a socket client
is created and the command packet is transmitted to the host machine’s LiteSwitch agent
using the IP address and port number that the agent is listening on.
The communication of these commands relies on TCP/IP sockets. The socket server
exists in the LiteSwitch Agent (and is therefore written in Java) and the socket client exists
on the LiteSwitch server (and is written in PHP). This is an example of a case where a
protocol like TCP/IP allows differing implementations to communicate effectively with
each other.
A very stripped down creation and use of the Server Socket in Java would be as follows.
Various try catch blocks and other checks have been omitted for clarity’s sake.
socketServer = new ServerSocket(port);
while (true)
{
Socket connection = socketServer.accept();
in=new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader
(connection.getInputStream()));
out=new PrintWriter(new OutputStreamWriter
(connection.getOutputStream()));
String line = "";
while ((line = in.readLine()) != null)
{
out.write("PHP said:

" + clientInput + "\n");

out.flush();
}
in.close();
out.close();
connection.close();
}

The server socket is created and bound to a port. The stated port is really a request to
the OS to use that port, which may not be available. Once the socket server is created, the
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program runs an infinite loop but in the first line of the loop the call to socketServer.accept()
blocks until a connection is established with a socket client. Once a connection is established, input and output streams are created and the message transmitted from the socket
client is read line by line. In this example each line is simply echoed back to the socket
client with the added prefix “PHP said : ”. When no more lines exist in the message, the
input/output streams and the socket are closed out and we loop back round and block again
until a new connection is established.
The corresponding PHP client socket might look as follows (taken with very slight
modifications from the PHP man pages) [26].
<?php
$fp=stream socket client($ip .":".$port, $errno, $errstr, 30);
if (!$fp)
{
echo "$errstr ($errno)<br \>\n";
}
else
{
fwrite($fp, "Hello Java \n");
while (!feof($fp))
{
echo fgets($fp, 1024);
}
fclose($fp);
}
?>

Once the connection is established, fwrite() writes to the socket server and fgets() reads
from the socket server. In this simplistic case we would write “Hello Java” and read back
“PHP said : Hello Java”.
The messages actually sent by the LiteSwitch Server (in the place of the example’s
“Hello Java”) include the command strings for the host machine’s OS to perform the desired
action (e.g. ‘’shutdown.exe -s -f -t 0 \n” for a Windows machine to shutdown
immediately). The LiteSwitch agent uses the command string as the argument for the
ProcessBuilder constructor, as described above, to create and execute the command on the
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host machine. The decision to create the command strings on the server was made for a
couple of reasons. The agent is supposed to be as lightweight as possible with minimal
impact on the host’s resources, so any processing that could be done on the server was.
In addition, the number and variety of these commands is expected to be volatile, as more
functionality is added to LiteSwitch. Once the client has been written and deployed to
many host machines, making changes to it is a more laborious process than simply making
the changes at the centralized server.
A separate pair of input and output streams were also defined for the ProcessBuilder
instance so it would be possible to interact with the virtual command line if needed. So if a
situation arose in which the command resulted in a prompt requiring futher input, then the
further input could be placed on the next line of the message.
PHP encapsulates the socket client, socket connection and input/output streams into
one entity stream socket client. The last argument (30) is the timeout limit in seconds for
the attempt to make a connection. It is not the timeout for transmitting messages over the
socket after the connection has been successfully made. The read/write timeout may be set
using set stream timeout().
5.2.2

LiteSwitch Web Interface

The LiteSwitch web interface was created using the Yii framework and customized
using vim [32]. Yii is an open source MVC web application framework, which includes
features that aid rapid development and promote security for PHP web applications.
A skeleton application can be generated very quickly through Yii (via a single command once it is installed correctly on the server). Once a skeleton application has been
created, the process of scaffolding can be performed. Gii is a module included with Yii
that provides Web-based code generation. After some basic configuration of the application (connection string to the database and the like) Gii can be used to create model, view,
and controller files for entities that exist in the database, which then allow the basic four
CRUD operations (Create, Read, Update, and Delete) to be performed on those database
entities via the Yii web application. Creating a basic web application in this manner from
a pre-existing database could be done in a matter of minutes. There will of course then be
many customizations that will need to be made in order to meet the requirements of any
specific project.
In order to customize a Yii application effectively, it is necessary to understand how
the auto generated application actually works. The typical workflow of a Yii application
handling a user request can be seen in Figure 15, and the file structure of LiteSwitch on the
server can be seen in Figure 16.
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Figure 15. A typical workflow of a Yii application taken from yiiframework.com [32].

Figure 16. Basic File Structure of the LiteSwitch Web Application.
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The web application has an entry script (liteswitch/index.php) and an application base
directory (liteswitch/protected). The entry script is the only PHP script in a Yii application
that end users can directly request to execute. All it does is include the Yii bootstrap file and
then create an instance of a web application for the user based on the specified configuration
and then run that application for the user. Any security sensitive scripts or data related to
the web application are placed in the application base directory which is protected against
direct access by web users. For LiteSwitch (which uses Apache as its web server) this is
achieved through the .htaccess file whose contents are simply “deny from all”.
The application object has a component based architecture which allows for customizing and enriching the application. Built-in components such as request and urlManager
encapsulate HTTP requests and the parsing and creation of URLs.
For LiteSwitch, the first customizations included adapting the command line scripts for
waking and sending commands to hosts so that they could become functions of the host
model that could be called by actions within the host controller. The host view’s widget
was then modified to include buttons for each host (wake, shutdown, hibernate, restart) and
these buttons were configured to call the appropriate controller actions. The icons for these
buttons were drawn using Paint.NET.
In scenarios which are restricted in scope simply to the web application itself (e.g. A
user logging in) then the above work flow is reflective of how LiteSwitch operates. However, many of LiteSwitch’s core use cases do not fit this typical workflow. LiteSwitch has
additional actors besides the web user, namely the host machines. So, not all changes to a
view originate as user actions. For example if a user is viewing the status of a host machine
and that machine is shut down manually, then the view will need to be updated without any
user click. Even when an action does originate from the user, we still want the workflow to
generate the view based on the host machine’s actual status rather than the expected status
based on the user’s action. For example, consider the scenario in which a user is viewing a host machine that is currently shut down and they click the wake button. The host
machine’s status should not be updated based on the user action, but rather on the update
made to the hosts table in the database when a packet is received from the just woken host
machine’s agent. If the machine failed to wake for some reason, then its status should still
show as “down” rather than “up”.
Achieving the workflows required by LiteSwitch while using the Yii framework was
one of the more challenging aspects of creating the web interface. The open source nature
of Yii and the online community that support it were helpful in overcoming these challenges.
The widget I had chosen to use to display a list of host machines was called CGridView
and is a standard class within the Yii framework. In order to display the status of a host machine I created a new attribute in the host model that calculated a host’s status as either “up”
or “down” based on the time since the last packet was received from that host. I then added
a column to the host grid view for the new status attribute. The problem came in refreshing
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the grid on a fixed interval rather than based on user clicks. Fortunately, I discovered a
LiveGridView extension which had been created and improved within the yiiframework
forums by several Yii developers and met my needs quite nicely [3]. The extension enables
continuous refreshing of the grid view on a specified interval using jQuery. This provided a
reasonable approximation of real time status for host machines. The longest delay between
a change in a host machine’s actual status and the web interface reporting that change in
status is bound by the sum of the interval on which the host machine’s agent posts packets
to the server and the interval on which the LiveGridView refreshes. These are both configurable, so an appropriate balance between responsiveness and network traffic can be found
for any situation.
5.2.3

Scheduled Tasks

Creating schedules that would be executed regardless of the website’s activity was another challenge. None of the Yii web application’s scripts run unless a user actively visits
the website and clicks on links. So in order to meet the requirement of scheduling power
management tasks I used Linux’s cron process.
Cron is a job scheduler included in most Unix distributions that allows users to set up
triggers that will execute specified shell scripts at specified times. Each scheduled task is
referred to as a cronjob and is represented by a single line of text in a text file called a
crontab. The fields in each cronjob are minute, hour, day of month, month, day of week,
and the path of the shell script to be executed followed by any command line arguments the
script takes. Any of the time or date fields can be filled with an asterisk to designate that the
task should be run regardless of a constraint in that field. For example to run exampletask
everyday at midnight the cronjob would look like this.
0 0 * * * /path/to/exampletask args

Each Linux user profile has its own crontab. For LiteSwitch the relevant user profile on
the server is www-data, Apache’s user profile. When a LiteSwitch user assigns a schedule
to a collection via the Yii web application, the rel sched coll database table is populated
with the schedule id, collection id, effective start date and effective end date. If the current
date lies between the start date and the end date, then the crontab for www-data is appended
with cronjobs corresponding to the tasks in the assigned schedule. Day of week is set
according to the day of week booleans in the task model. If all seven weekdays are selected
one cronjob is created with an asterisk for the day of week. Otherwise a separate cronjob
is created for each day of the week selected. The fields for month and day of month are set
as asterisks. Correct handling of the start date and end date for the schedule is handled by
a separate cronjob described below.
The Yii skeleton app creates a directory named “commands” in which scripts can be
written that have all the Yii application’s models within their scope and can be called via
the command line using yiic. I created two such command scripts. The first named
liteswitch is used to execute the desired tasks via cronjobs.
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usage:
yiic liteswitch [command] [c|h] [id]
command:

is one of "wake","hibernate","shutdown","restart".

c:

designates a collection id

h:

designates a host id

Because this script is a Yii command script it is able to be called via the command line
(or via a cron job) and is also able itself to call the functions in the Host and Collection
models that were already written to handle the waking and shutting down of hosts.
The second Yii command script is named crontidyup and is set as a cronjob to be
run everyday. It deletes cronjobs that correspond to tasks belonging to schedules whose
end date has past and creates cronjobs for tasks whose start date has arrived.
The advantages of using cron for scheduling is that it was already there in the LAMP
stack and was relatively easy to implement. The disadvantages of using it are that it limits
the portability of the LiteSwitch server (i.e. the current implementation of the LiteSwitch
web application could not be hosted on a Windows server), and it subjects the schedules
to potential interaction with other web applications hosted on the same server that may
use the same www-data crontab. Cron is a serviceable solution to scheduling especially
for LiteSwitch’s first iteration. However, an application level solution similar to cron in
nature but dedicated to LiteSwitch would be preferable as and when the time to implement
it becomes available.
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Chapter 6
Deployment

Enabling a host machine to be controlled by LiteSwitch requires the following:
• The host machine must have Java Runtime Environment (JRE) installed.
• The LiteSwitch Agent built as an executable .jar (named liteswitch.jar) must be
delpoyed to run as a service or daemon on the host machine.
• Hibernate must be enabled or configured within the host machine’s OS to suit the
desired power management strategy.
In order for the magic packets sent out by LiteSwitch to be effective on host machines the
following must be true:
• The host machine must have a network interface card that is able to respond to magic
packets.
• The host machine’s BIOS must be configured to respond to magic packets when they
are received. If this is not set as default then it will be necessary to configure the
BIOS to do this.
• The host machine’s OS must be configured to respond to magic packets.
6.1

Windows

For Windows machines running the agent as a service was achieved using Apache Commons Daemon, an open source wrapper for java programs [4]. The Windows side of it is
called procrun and has two executables prunsrv.exe which has a command line interface
and prunmgr.exe which has a GUI. I found the easiest way to delpoy the agent was to place
prunsrv.exe and liteswitch.jar in the same directory and then run installService.bat, a batch
script I wrote to use prunsrv to install liteswitch.jar as a service.
set SERVICE NAME=liteswitch service
set PR DESCRIPTION=Enables remote power management
set PR INSTALL=C: \liteswitch \prunsrv.exe
REM Path to java installation
set PR JVM=C: \Program Files (x86)\Java\jre6\bin\client\jvm.dll
set PR CLASSPATH=liteswitch.jar
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set PR JAVA=javaw
REM Startup configuration
set PR STARTUP=auto
set PR STARTMODE=jvm
set PR STARTCLASS=LiteSwitchClient
set PR STARTMETHOD=start
REM Shutdown configuration
set PR STOPMODE=jvm
set PR STOPCLASS=LiteSwitchClient
set PR STOPMETHOD=stop
REM Logging configuration
set PR LOGPATH=C: \liteswitch \logs
set PR STDOUTPUT=auto
set PR STDERROR=auto
REM Install service
prunsrv.exe //IS//%SERVICE NAME%

This script takes care of all the basic configuration for the LiteSwitch service. Many
lines such as setting paths to Java or prunsrv.exe are fairly self-explanatory.
The line“set PR JAVA=javaw” runs the LiteSwitch agent without opening a console window visible to the user on the host machine. The output that would be displayed
in the windows is redirected to log files in the section commented as “Logging Configuration”. The line “set PR STARTUP=auto” results in the service running at the earliest
opportunity from when a machine boots up, so that the LiteSwitch agent exists even before
a user logs into the host machine.
Apache commons daemon was used because initial attempts to simply run liteswitch.jar
automatically on startup by creating a key in the registry did not meet requirements. The
agent would not run in the period between the machine booting up and a user logging in.
Additionally there were problems with the agent resuming reliably after the machine had
hibernated. The use of Apache commons daemon as a wrapper resolved both these issues
for Windows deployments of the LiteSwitch Agent.
6.2

Apple OS X

For Apple machines, in order to run liteswitch.jar as a daemon a directory named
LiteSwitch was created in /System/Library/StartupItems/. Within this directory the following were placed:
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• liteswitch.jar
• a shell script named liteswitch
• a parameters list for OS X launchd named StartupParameters.plist
• a directory named Resources which contains an xml file named Localizeable.strings
The liteswitch shell script simply reads:
#!/bin/bash
java -jar /System/Library/StartupItems/liteswitch/liteswitch.jar

Java had already been placed in the path. Also note that javaw is not used here because it
does not exist in OS X. All this script does is execute liteswitch.jar. The start up parameters
list must contain the following as a bare minimum. Many more parameters are available
for configuring the daemon further.
{
Description = "liteswitch service";
Provides = ("liteswitch");
Uses = ("Network Time");
OrderPreference = "Late";
}

By default in OS X the shutdown command must be executed by the super user, or
by the sudo command followed by a password. It is inconvenient to keep track of such
passwords for the purposes of LiteSwitch and so the test host machines were configured
such that they did not require a password to be entered after sudo shutdown. This was
achieved by adding the following line to the sudoers file (using visudo to edit the file).
%admin ALL=(ALL) NOPASSWD: /sbin/shutdown.

The LiteSwitch command to hibernate an Apple machine will have different consequences based on how the hibernate mode of that machine is set. OS X has the pmset
program that allows you to view and edit the machine’s hibernate mode with the following
commands [5].
$ pmset -g | grep hibernatemode
$ sudo pmset -a hibernatemode [integer value]

Available options for hibernate mode include the following:
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• 0 - corresponds to S3 sleep state. Main memory remains powered on.
• 1 - corresponds to S4 hibernation state. Context is written to secondary memory.
Main memory is powered off.
• 3 - is referred to as ‘’safe sleep”. Basically S3 but context is also written to secondary
memory even though main memory remains powered up. The idea being that in the
event of a power failure context will still be saved. [6]
6.3

Configuration File

In both Windows and OSX deployments, a config.xml file was included in the same
directory as liteswitch.jar and the agent was modified to read in certain parameters from
that file, such as the URI packets are posted to, the port that the agent will listen on, the
interval between packets, the timeout for the connection and the authentication credential
used for communications. Having these parameters exposed and configurable without the
need to rebuild and redeploy the agent every time they were changed was useful for testing
and debugging but would not be recommended for a production environment.
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Chapter 7
Security

Security concerns were addressed in the following areas of the system: the agent, the communications between the agent and the server, and the web interface.
A principal vulnerability for LiteSwitch is the risk that the LiteSwitch Agent might
become exposed to nefarious users. As the agent has the potential to offer remote users
a virtual command line for the host machines, this is a considerable risk and must be addressed. Within the LiteSwitch Agent’s listen thread a guard condition was placed around
the creation of the ProcessBuilder instance. In order to meet this condition the command
arguments passed must be found on a white list of acceptable commands. So far most
LiteSwitch commands are handled by the shutdown process, so if the command argument
begins with “shutdown” or “shutdown.exe” then the guard condition will be satisfied and
the process will be built. Otherwise the command will not be built. So for example, if
the command arguments began with “chmod” then the guard condition would fail and the
process would not be created or executed on the host machine.
The communications between the LiteSwitch Agent and the LiteSwitch server are currently protected by an authentication token. This credential can be unique to each instance
of the LiteSwitch Agent. Any communications that do not begin with the correct token
are ignored. This still leaves a vulnerability for a man in the middle attack and before
LiteSwitch is put into any production environment these communications should be fully
encrypted. I would recommend using RSA with the key exchange occurring at the creation of a new host. The packets have not been encrypted during the development and test
stages of the system in order to facilitate debugging. Encryption would guard against spoof
packets being able to be sent to target machines to shut them down. It is worth noting that
once most machines are configured to wake on receipt of a magic packet then any magic
packet sent to that machine will result in the machine waking. SecureOn passwords exist if a machine’s hardware (usually the motherboard) support them, but LiteSwitch does
not currently use them. The wake functions written do have an optional parameter for
SecureOn password but there is currently no implementation for gathering or storing the
correct SecureOn passwords for each host.
The vulnerability towards SQL injection is mitigated by the MVC architecture of the
web app and the fact that no SQL queries are explicitly called by the code in any of the
model, view or controller files. Yii allows for the use of PHP syntax to be used to communicate with the database in the place of raw SQL. The Yii application then generates the SQL
query based on the PHP commands [32]. Most of Yii’s database functions take array parameters and not strings so SQL injections reliant on simple textual string concatenations
will not be successful. Whenever possible user input is obtained from drop down lists,
check boxes, date pickers or similar controls rather than text boxes or text fields. Typed
user input is also validated to ensure it is of an appropriate format before it is passed to any
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model functions. For example a MAC Address validator extension was included in order
to validate the user’s entry of a MAC address when creating a new host.
Controller actions are secured by Yii’s built in access rules [32]. The conditions for
access can be set as any PHP expression. So for example, the below code within UserController.php allows only a logged in admin to view or edit user objects.
public function accessRules()
{
return array(
array(’allow’,
’actions’=>array(’index’,’view’,’create’,’update’,’delete’),
’expression’=>’!$user->isGuest && $user->isAdmin’,
),
);
}

These access rules were further customized to segregate the ability to view and control
hosts based on user permissions. Users are only able to view hosts for which a row exists
in the rel host user table which contains the host id of the host and the user id of the user.
An extra check was also put in place to guard individual users’ ability to control hosts.
The buttons to perform actions on hosts (wake, shutdown etc) pass the host id of the
machine to be acted on to the controller action via the URL. So there is a potential vulnerability where a user could somehow learn the id of a machine that is controlled by
LiteSwitch but which they do not have permission to control. That user could then log in
and type the url to the controller with the target machine’s host id. However, within the
controller action an additional check is made to ensure that the logged in user has permissions to act on the targeted machine. The id of the user currently logged in is accessible
via Yii::app()->user->id. This variable is not subject to any user input or URL
parameters besides the successful log in to the application.
Access to user accounts is controlled by passwords. Passwords were encrypted by hashing them with salt using the two following functions. I used the md5 hash and generated
salt using PHP’s uniqid function seeded with a random number.
public function hashPassword($password, $salt){
return md5($salt.$password); }
public function generateSalt(){
return uniqid(mt rand(),true); }
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Admins have the ability to change users’ passwords via the web interface in the event
that the user forgets them. Admins may enter a new password in plain text via this interface
and it will be stored in encrypted fashion in the database. Without this extra interface in
the event of a forgotten password there would be no easy way to change or recover a user’s
password from the database as the passwords in the database are encrypted. Admins may
also elevate normal users to admin status.
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Chapter 8
Problems Encountered and Lessons Learned

8.1

Routing Magic Packets

The fact that magic packets are meant to be encapsulated in UDP datagrams creates the
impression that they can be routed through networks and even across the internet. Indeed
AMD details a method for routing magic packets across subnets as described earlier. Recall
that subnet directed broadcasts were chosen to transmit magic packets, because packets
addressed directly to a machine that is powered down will not be delivered reliably due to
the target machine’s failure to respond to an ARP request.
However, it turns out that allowing subnet directed broadcasts to be routed between
subnets creates a security vulnerability, most commonly exploited by a denial of service
attack known as the smurf attack.

Figure 17. A Smurf Attack.
The CERT advisory concerning smurf attacks describe the attack as having two components, the use of ICMP echo request packets with a forged source IP Address, and the
direction of those packets to IP broadcast addresses [12]. Essentially the attack sends out
broadcast ping requests with a spoofed source machine address which result in large numbers of machines replying to the target victim (See Figure 17). The impact is seen in
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degraded network performance in both the intermediary subnet and particularly for the target, due to the increased traffic. The attacker may choose to send multiple repeated such
echo requests to multiple subnets in order to increase the traffic to the target. The two-fold
solution presented by CERT is to disable IP-directed broadcasts at the router level and to
configure operating systems to prevent the machines in the intermediary subnet from responding to ICMP packets sent to IP broadcast addresses. Since this advisory was released
most routers are configured by default not to route subnet directed broadcasts. This is why
we cannot have nice things.
So, it is difficult to effectively route magic packets from one subnet to another. If
we revisit AMD’s white paper’s description of routing magic packets from one subnet to
another the point of failure occurs between steps 2 and 3.
1. “Manager queues wake-up UDP datagram with destination IP address as a subnetdirected broadcast for the subnet of the target station.
2. The IP stack in the Manager sends the frame to the MAC destination address of
Router 1.
3. The UDP datagram is eventually forwarded to Router 2 based on the network address
portion of the IP header in the wake-up UDP datagram [11].”
In fact, the UDP datagram will almost certainly not be eventually forwarded to Router 2
because any intermediary routers that have their default configuration will drop the packet.
It should be noted that AMD’s strategy for routing magic packets was viable at the time it
was written. It is only since the CERT advisory concerning smurf attacks was released that
the strategy became unviable.
I myself did not discover this until I tried to deploy LiteSwitch onto CSUN’s infrastructure and found that machines which were in a different subnet to the server could not be
woken. All other LiteSwitch communications worked perfectly well across subnets or the
internet. So any machine that has the LiteSwitch agent installed and is powered on can still
be shutdown, hibernated or restarted remotely without issue. Similarly the server can still
be accessed by any web client. It is just machines that are hibernating or powered off and
are outside the server’s subnet that cannot be woken.
There are a number of potential approaches that could be employed to mitigate or overcome this shortcoming.
1. Machines under the control of LiteSwitch could be given static routes in the router
within their subnet and the magic packets created by LiteSwitch could be addressed to the
specific IP address of their target instead of a subnet-directed broadcast. Drawbacks include
the effort to create all the static routes and their impact on the future maintainability of the
network.
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2. Configure only routers between the LiteSwitch server and an organization’s target
machines to allow subnet directed broadcasts. This will allow LiteSwitch to wake machines
within a larger network but not across the internet (although web clients could still access
the LiteSwitch server from anywhere on the internet to make the request). A detailed
description of such a configuration for Cisco switches is provided by Cisco themselves [13].
This approach constitutes accepting the risk that the subnets whose routers accept subnet
directed broadcasts may be used as intermediary subnets in a smurf attack.
3. As routers have grown in capability, the ability and ease with which they may be
configured to filter broadcast packets should be exploited. Intermediary routers between the
LiteSwitch server and host machines may be configured to route magic packets but block
other potentially harmful broadcast packets. One plan for achieving this using Cisco’s
Extended Access Control Lists is detailed by Andrew A. Scheible [28]. The port number
for magic packets is irrelevant to their functionality when waking a machine via its NIC. For
this reason, it is a convention for magic packets to be routed to port 9. Port 9 is the discard
port. RFC 683 the Discard Protocol states that “a server listens for UDP datagrams on UDP
port 9. When a datagram is received, it is thrown away. No response is sent [27].” Therefore
opening up port 9 for UDP subnet directed broadcasts does not create a vulnerability for a
smurf attack or any similar type of attack. Even if a spoof request was sent to the whole
subnet directed to port 9, it would never result in any responses being generated. Therefore
it would be possible to configure routers to block all UDP broadcast packets except those
that are directed to port 9. This would enable the transmission of magic packets within
an organization’s network across subnets and still protect against smurf attacks. This is an
attractive solution to the problem with the only drawback being the need for an extra level
of network configuration across the organization.
4. The problem could be circumvented by placing a LiteSwitch server in every subnet
that an organization wishes to control. This approach would only be applicable in situations
where the savings offered by controlling the power of machines in each subnet was great
enough to warrant the extra cost of running a server continuously. This approach would
require no extra network configuration.
5. The LiteSwitch Agent could be modified to send magic packets and to poll machines
in the same subnet to see if any other LiteSwitch Agent is up. This would enable a last
man standing approach where at least one host machine would be kept up in any given
subnet and then it could be used to wake other machines in that subnet. No extra network
configuration would be needed and no additional LiteSwitch servers would be needed.
However if the last host machine standing in any particular subnet failed or was turned off
manually by a user then LiteSwitch would lose the ability to wake any machines in that
entire subnet until one was turned on manually.
6. As a hybrid of options 1 and 5, a specific machine in each subnet could be designated
as the last man standing for that subnet. Two versions of the LiteSwitch Agent could be
developed. A last man standing agent (that is able to control other machines in the same
subnet) and a standard machine agent (that is the same as the current implementation). The
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dedicated last man standing could then be given a static route in its local router, allowing it
to be woken by magic packets addressed directly to its IP address. This would only require
one static route per subnet.
Looking forward, it is worth noting that IPv6 does not support traditional IP broadcasts
of any kind and does not have broadcast addresses (it does support multicasting). This will
obviously create new challenges in transmitting magic packets between subnets as IPv6 is
more widely adopted.
8.2

iMac Network Interface Cards

Somewhat surprisingly Apple does not use Wake-on-LAN capable NICs for iMacs.
OS X does still recognize magic packets and will wake a sleeping machine on receiving
them, but if an iMac is in S4 or S5 it simply cannot be woken remotely [7, 8]. The default
hibernate mode for iMacs is in fact an S3 like state of the type that most other manufacturers
would call sleep or standby. An iMac in this state can still be woken by magic packet. It
should be noted that in the research done earlier it was found that an iMac in S3 consumed
a similar amount of power to the Windows machines measured in S4. It would certainly
be reasonable to set iMac’s hibernate mode to S3 rather than S4. This would mean that
the LiteSwitch command to hibernate an iMac would place the iMac into S3 and that the
LiteSwitch command to wake the iMac from that state would still work. However if a user
turns an iMac fully off then LiteSwitch would have no way of waking that machine. This
is still an improvement over solutions that only support Windows workstations but all the
same it is a significant limitation on the ability to manage the power of Apple machines
remotely.
8.3

Issues with JVM and Host Machine’s Architecture

The JVM did not always provide reliable or consistent hardware information about the
host machines. Problems were were only noted in regards to the architecture identified
by System.getProperty(“os,arch”) which identified an i7 64 bit machine as “X86” while
debugging through Eclipse and then as “AMD 64” while being run as a service. The architecture of host machines is in no way critical to LiteSwitch’s functionality and was only
included to help identify machines. The critical attributes for LiteSwitch such as MAC
address, IP address etc were obtained reliably and consistently with the Java methods used.
8.4

PHP feof() function

There was a slight problem with the PHP code taken from the stream socket client()
man page [26]. When reading back data from the socket server the condition for the loop
used was as follows.
while (!feof($fp))

The problem is that this use of the function feof() can result in the while loop becoming
stuck in an infinite loop. This resulted in LiteSwitch becoming non-responsive after certain
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actions were taken. It was not immediately obvious where the issue was originating. To
avoid the probem the while condition was changed and a safe feof() method defined (taken
from the PHP feof() man page) [26]. The ammended while loop condition reads as follows,
while(!safe feof($fp, $start)
&& (microtime(true) - $start) < $timeout)

where safe feof is defined as,
protected function safe feof($fp,$start = NULL)
{
$start = microtime(true);
return feof($fp);
}
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Chapter 9
Areas for Future Improvements

Besides the possible solutions for the problems already mentioned, there are numerous areas for potential future improvement for LiteSwitch that have been discovered or proposed
during the course of the project.
The agent could be modified to collect data on the level of CPU usage, which processes
are running on hosts, and if the host’s keyboard or mouse is currently being used. This
data could be used to avoid shutting down a computer that is actively being used outside of
normal hours.
Share actions could be created allowing users to share their collections or schedules
with other users.
It was learned from CSUN Physical Plant Management Department that computer labs‘
lights were able to be controlled remotely using Siemens products. It would make sense to
integrate LiteSwitch with this system so that the workstations and lights in computer labs
could be controlled on the same schedule.
My knowledge of javascript is limited, which has resulted in a slightly clunky web
interface. The web interface could be improved and made more dynamic. For example,
there are a number of page redirects where a javascript generated overlaid form would
probably be more appropriate.
A mobile interface could easily be added in addition to the web interface to allow for
LiteSwitch to be used via mobile devices.
The choice to disable the shutdown action for Apple machines could be added. In light
of the fact that they cannot be woken from a shutdown state it would be nice to be able to
prevent shutting them down by accidentally pressing the wrong button.
Because CSUN’s deployment of SCCM already provides copious reporting, reporting
was not a core need for the first iteration of LiteSwitch. However as a stand alone product
the history of a host’s machines status would be expected functionality.
An install wizard for the agent could be created allowing it to be downloaded and installed from the LiteSwitch website preferably as part of the add new host use case.
The LiteSwitch Agent’s ability to control its host machine is really only limited by
the capabilities of Java’s ProcessBuilder Class. Many other capabilities besides power
management could be included in future iterations
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Chapter 10
Conclusions

LiteSwitch provides a dedicated solution to remote power management. The recommended
deployment strategy for LiteSwitch would be to:
• configure routers within the organization to route UDP subnet directed broadcasts
addressed to port 9 while still blocking all other subnet directed broadcasts port,
• set any Apple machine’s hibernate mode to either ‘0’ or ‘3’ and only use LiteSwitch’s
hibernate action for Apple hosts instead of the shutdown action.
This will result in a power management system that has the ability to remotely wake
shutdown restart and hibernate all host machines with WOL capable NICs, as well as sleep
or wake from sleep all host machines without WOL capable NICs.
Benefits of LiteSwitch include the following:
• LiteSwitch is open source, meaning that it is both free and fully customizable to meet
any particular specific needs.
• LiteSwitch is a cross platform solution offering some degree of control of hosts running any platform.
• For all host machines whose hardware allows it, LiteSwitch can both send a host to
and recover a host from the least power consuming sleep states possible.
• LiteSwitch allows host machines to be organized and grouped in any way the user
desires.
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